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prospect of British naval support and a British diversion
upon the German rear in Holstein or Pomerania.
At any rate, it seems clear that M. Delcasse greatly
exaggerated the nature of Lord Lansdowne's offer, what-
ever assurances he may have received from other high Eng-
lish sources.. Perhaps, the wish being father to the thought,
he really believed that Lord Lansdowne was holding out the
offer of a British alliance. Perhaps he was deliberately
overstating its character, in order to persuade his hesitating
colleagues to stand firm against Germany. In either case,
here was a dangerous example of the way Frenchmen of his
character would misinterpret, either unconsciously or de-
liberately, proposals contemplating something more than
mere diplomatic support. It should have been a warning
to Sir Edward Grey of the danger of permitting the naval
and military "conversations," and of the later exchange of
notes with M. Cambon in 1912—the danger of arousing
expectations and involving obligations at Paris that Eng-
land would come in on the side of France in case of a
European war.
It is equally interesting to note the German suspicions
of an Anglo-French alliance,1'12 and the flat denials on the
part of the British. On June 16,1905, Lord Lansdowne told
the German Ambassador that "the news that England had
offered France an offensive and defensive alliance was com-
pletely fictitious [vollkommen erjunden}. Since Lord
Lansdcwne rejected the alliance rumor with the greatest
decisiveness and without equivocation, as made out of air,"
the Ambassador said he would regard the subject as settled.
He did not think that Lord Lansdowne, after such a down-
right declaration, was capable of trying to deceive.173
But a few days later, Count Metternicb received further
172 GP., XX, 494, 615 f., 623 ff, 634 f., 638 ff, 662 ff., and Flotow's
report of June 7 (see above, note 165).
iTSMetternich to Billow, June 16. 1905; GP, XX, 630, Cf. also
fiooch, J.c.. p. 342 f.

